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By Christopher D. O'Sullivan

Columbia University Press. Hardcover. Condition: New. 280 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.2in. x
1.0in.According to Christopher D. OSullivan, there is still much to consider regarding Franklin D.
Roosevelts foreign policy. Exploring the worldview of Sumner Welles, who became one of Roosevelts
chief foreign policy advisors until Welless tragic and scandalous resignation in the fall of 1943,
OSullivan portrays an official coldly hostile to all European powers-allies and enemies alike. Welles
resolved to create a postwar global Pax Americana based on the model of the Monroe Doctrine.
Using a wide range of primary sources-many of them not previously available-OSullivan brings to
light the deliberate aim of the State Departments planners to guarantee American hegemony in the
postwar world. OSullivan explores American plans to build up China, to reconstruct Germany and
Japan as postwar engines of economic recovery and integration, and to recreate Iran in the
American image. On the question of Cold War origins, OSullivan demonstrates how Welles and State
Department planners had, by 1943, abandoned a policy designed to block Soviet expansion into
Eastern Europe on the grounds that there was little or nothing the United States could do about it.
His book deepens our understanding of the so-called special...
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This created ebook is wonderful. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like the way the author compose this pdf.
-- Fr eder ic La ng-- Fr eder ic La ng

This written ebook is great. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i have go through during my individual existence and could be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Sim one Goyette II--  Sim one Goyette II
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